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In his paper entitled “Mourning and Annihilation in Tony Harrison’s The School of Eloquence,” Anthony Rowland places Harrison’s “family sonnets” within a larger context of “poetry of mourning,” which is “conventionally explicated within the recognized . . . and transgressive structure of elegy” (Rowland 1998: 1) while explaining Harrison’s “complex and elusive” approach to the process of mourning. Nevertheless, they are useful in interpreting the theme of loss and, as the following paper will prove, its relation to the issue of constructing identity in The School of Eloquence. The reason for this being that structures of elegy and theoretical models concerning mourning lay great stress on “identity’s diachronic relation to its past,” in other words they focus less on the “contingent in–the–present character (i.e. the social construction of identity) and more . . . [on] the ways in which past experiences appear to ‘hard–wire’ or determine categories of identity” (Rowland 1998: 1).

The paper focuses on the way in which traditional structures of elegy and theoretical models concerning mourning take up new forms in Tony Harrison’s The School of Eloquence and explains the role this process plays in the poet’s approach to the issue of loss. The analysis of selected sonnets of the sequence investigates the issue of mourning primarily in relation to the theme of constructing identity and shows how, through the revision of selected traditional elegiac conventions, the continuity of mourning is being sustained and universalized in order to, as was pertinently described by Eric Stantner in Stranded Objects, forge the process of “integrating damage, loss, disorientation, . . . into a transformed structure of identity . . . of . . . an individual as a member of a cultural group” (Stantner 1990: xii).


2 Applying the theoretical framework of Sigmund Freud, Nicholas Abraham and Maria Torok.

